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Abstract: Motor functions can be hindered in consequence
to a stroke or a spinal cord injury. This often results in
partial paralyses of the upper limb. The effectiveness of
rehabilitation therapy can be improved by the use of rehabilitation robotics and Functional Electrical Stimulation
(FES). We consider a hybrid arm weight support combining
both. In order to compensate the effect of FES-induced
muscle fatigue, we introduce a method to substitute the
decreasing level of FES support by cable-driven robotics.
We evaluated the approach in a trial with one healthy
subject performing repetitive arm lifting. The controller
automatically adapted the support and thus no increase
in user generated volitional effort was observed when FES
induced muscle fatigue occured.
Keywords: upper limb rehabilitation; functional electrical
stimulation; rehabilitation robotics; muscle fatigue.

thereby strengthening them while retarding muscle atrophy
and reducing spasticity [3]. It also improves proprioception
and kinesthetic feedback. However, the trajectory of an
FES assisted movement is harder to control [4]. Another
main disadvantage of using FES during therapy is the quick
occurrence of muscle fatigue since the CNS activates muscle
fibers in a much more efficient way than FES does [5].
Studies have proven the effectiveness of both methods
in improving the recovery of motor functions [6, 7]. In addition, recent research shows that combining robotic assisted
rehabilitation with FES further increases the benefits of
rehabilitation therapy [5, 8].
Our approach uses the support provided by the robotic
system to compensate the effects of FES-induced muscle
fatigue. During longer therapy sessions, the stimulation
intensity required to achieve a certain level of muscle
activity increases as the electrically stimulated muscles
get fatigued. In this case, we increase the proportion of
support provided by the robotics.

1 Introduction
2 Methods

A stroke or a spinal cord injury (SCI) can result in injuries
of the central nervous system (CNS), which may lead to a
partial or complete loss of motor function in parts of the 2.1 Experimental setup
body. Rehabilitation therapy has been shown to improve
recovery of motor functions after a stroke or SCI [1, 2]. Experiments were performed using the setup shown in
Two already widely used methods during rehabilitation Figure 1. A stimulator (RehaStim, Hasomed GmbH, Gertherapy are Functional Electrical Stimulation (FES) and many), an active cable-driven robotic system (Diego, Tyrorehabilitation robotics. Robotic systems are mostly used to motion GmbH, Austria), an EMG Amplifier (Porti 32, TMSi,
provide external assistance to the paralyzed limb in order to Netherlands) and a computer running Linux were used.
®
facilitate movement. FES also supports the patient during The control algorithms were implemented in Simulink
motion, with the advantage that it activates the muscles, (Mathworks, USA) and a modified Linux real-time target
was used to generate an executable binary that runs in soft
real-time at 25 Hz. Internal variables and parameters were
visualized and set using a Python-GUI.
The stimulation pulses were transmitted to the muscle
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Figure 1: Experimental Setup: The required elbow rope tension uTe and the recruitment level r λ^ to hold the arm at a shoulder flexion angle
θu are scaled with the support factors sr and sq respectively. The total scale factor stotal = sr + sq has to be within [0, 1]. The EMG is
recorded and processed to obtain the FES induced muscle recruitment level λ^ and the volitional muscle activity γ^ . The recruitment controller
calculates the required stimulation intensity q which is then generated by the stimulator using the current I and the pulse width pw. The
cable-driven robotics generates the tension vectors sr TE and sr TW .

500] µs. Thereby I and pw were computed to realize the
normalized pulse charge q according to [9].
Two ropes of the robotics system were attached to the
forearm’s elbow and wrist joints. The actuators, located
above the user, apply a tension to the ropes and attached
sensors provided data from which the position of the arm
and thus the shoulder flexion angle θu were calculated.

2.2 Control idea
Two control algorithms provide adaptive weight support to
the user’s arm. The first control algorithm calculates the
rope tensions required to hold the arm at the current angle
θu . A second algorithm computes the needed stimulation
intensity to maintain θu . Both methods are scaled by factors
to determine their amount of weight support provided to
the user’s arm. A scale factor controller adapts these two
factors if FES-induced muscle fatigue is detected.

2.3 FES weight support controller
The virtual weight compensation using FES is implemented
as presented in [10]. The FES induced muscle recruitment
level ^λ is estimated from the measured evoked EMG. During
an identification routine, the required ^λ for each θu ∈ [40,
100]° is obtained. A discrete-time integrating controller

with anti-windup strategy is chosen as recruitment controller. It adjusts the stimulation intensity q depending
on the current muscle activity ^λ and the required muscle
activity r ^λ (θu ), whereby q is limited by the maximum
tolerated stimulation intensity qmax of the subject.
As muscle fatigue occurs, the muscle recruitment level
^λ generated by a certain value of q decreases. To achieve
a certain θu , the recruitment controller increases the stimulation intensity q in order to obtain the muscle activity
required to hold the arm at this angle. The patient dependent FES support factor sq ∈ [0, 1] scales the provided
support to an appropriate level.

2.4 Robotics weight support controller
The weight support applied by the robotics to compensate
the gravitational forces of the arm is implemented as
described in (11). The required rope tension at the elbow
‖TE ‖2 is calculated by a static arm model depending on θu ,
where ‖..‖2 denotes the euclidean norm. From experience,
the rope tension at the wrist ‖TW ‖2 is chosen as 0.55‖TE ‖2 ,
which achieves an almost horizontal forearm posture.
In contrast to [11], no additional identification routine
is necessary due to an alternative determination of the
necessary arm parameters. The weights of the upper arm
and forearm are considered to be a percentage of the total
body weight [12]. The lengths of both arm segments are
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measured by means of the robotics at the beginning of each
experiment. The patient dependent factor sr ∈ [0, 1] scales
the provided elbow rope tension to uTe = s r ‖TE ‖2 .

2.5 Scale factor controller
Our approach assumes that the user alternates between
holding his arm at a lower angle and an upper angle by
following a given reference for θu . The reference is shown
to the subject, who is asked to follow it by using his residual
voluntary activity. The scale factor controller updates the
scale factors sq and sr at the end of every iteration k after the
subject’s arm comes down from the upper angle. The mean
of q during the phase when the upper angle is reached, is
averaged over the last three iterations to yield q̄high [k]. If it
exceeds a patient dependent threshold σq , the FES scale
factor is reduced and coincidentally the robotics scale factor
is increased.
To achieve this, the FES scale factor sq is adapted by
an integrating controller as
(︀
)︀
s q [k + 1] = sat0,s q,init s q [k] + K I · e[k] ,

(1)

where KI is the adjustable gain of the integrator and the
error e[k] is defined as
e[k] = σ q − q̄high [k].

(2)

Thereby sq, init is the initial value of sq at the beginning of
the experiment. The total support level stotal = sr + sq is
maintained by sr [k] = stotal − sq [k].
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chosen. Thus, it was possible to provoke relatively quickly
occurring muscle fatigue. The subject had to complete 20
iterations of a movement, successively raising and lowering
the arm to achieve a shoulder flexion angle θu that is within
two reference bands at 50° ± 5° (lower angle) and 90° ± 5°
(upper angle). For this reason, the actual desired reference
band was visualized to the subject.

3 Results
The results of the trial with one healthy subject (age 21
years) are shown in Figure 2. FES-induced muscle fatigue
occurred starting at the iteration around 90-100 s, whereby
the recruitment controller increased q to achieve the scaled
desired muscle recruitment level sq ^λ belonging to the upper
flexion angle. As a result, q̄high exceeded the threshold σq
after this iteration. Consequently the FES scale factor sq
started to be gradually reduced until q̄high falls back below
the threshold.
The estimated volitional muscle activity γ
^, which is
calculated as described in [13] allows an evaluation of the
contributed effort by the subject himself. During the phase
where the scale factors are adjusted, γ
^ remains roughly
the same. From this it can be concluded that the user
did not have to provide more effort to perform the same
movement and thus the decreased support of the FES is
well compensated by the increased support of the robotics.

4 Conclusion

2.6 Experimental procedure

The use of a robotic system to compensate the effects of
muscle fatigue appears to be a promising approach to
The complete setup was implemented as described in eliminate one of the biggest drawbacks of FES during arm
Section 2.1. At first, the maximum tolerated stimulation lifting. Further trials with stroke or SCI patients have to be
intensity qmax of the subject was detected by increasing q performed in order to confirm the effectiveness of the prountil the subject reported discomfort. Then q was increased cedure. Due to the fast setup and only one containing fast
until qmax was reached and afterwards decreased to zero identification routine, the presented method is relatively
to identify the required ^λ for each θu ∈ [40, 100]°. For simple to apply. The main limitation of the current approach
a patient, the therapist would now manually test with is that changes in q are only analyzed when the flexion
which setting of stotal the patient would just be able to angle is near the chosen upper angle. More work needs
reach the desired upper angle while exerting the maxi- to be done on tracking muscle fatigue during arbitrary
mum of his volitional effort. Thereby, a higher sq than movements. A further development using the approach of
sr should be intended. σq should be chosen as 90 % of [13] will enable longer and therefore more efficient therapy
qmax to allow, if necessary, short excursions above σq . sessions.
Nevertheless, this has to be evaluated in experiments with
patients.
Acknowledgment: We would like to thank Axelgaard ManFor the healthy subject, a lower threshold ufacturing Co., USA for donating the used stimulation
σq = 0.75 qmax and at the same time a high stotal = 0.9 were electrodes.
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Figure 2: Experimental results of a trial with a healthy subject. The subject had to hold θu between two visualized reference bands. γ^ is an
estimate of the volitional muscle activity based on the measured EMG and was filtered using a median and moving average filter. The rest
value of γ^ corresponds to the value of γ^ when no volitional movement is made. The parameters for this measurement were qmax = 0.25,
KI = 1/qmax = 4. The scale factors were set to stotal = 0.9, sq, init = 0.72 and sr, init = 0.18.
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